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1) 3 weeks will be necessary to treat YTM 97 to be free  
from BRR. 

 
2) Develop Bureau & LCSD will provide site access,  
      labour, logistic support, site security, water and  
      electricity for said application. 
 
3) Dr. Wan and associates will provide site supervision,  
      concentrates to prepare up to 50 metric tons of   
      Formula A to be  freshly applied to soils in the  
      vicinity of YTM 97 and YTM 96 free of charge to  
      HKSAR government.  
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4)   Project team will include Simon Yu and his team    
       will be responsible for sampling, laboratory    
       analysis, recording, reporting and on site  
       monitoring.  
5) Dr. Wan and associates are confident that YTM  
       97 will be a success story to be told in the near   
       future. 
  
6) It is a success for Hong Kong to be shared by the  
      Expert   group and everybody. 
  
7) Independent checking / monitoring, guided tour,  
      planned press briefings are welcome.  
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